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Vertex guarding is one of many optimisation problems in
graph theory with wide area of applications. It is proven
to be NP-hard, therefore fast approximative solutions are
significant.

modifications, the problems as determining the
position of energetic sources (e.g. windmills)
can also be considered.

In the paper, at first, known algorithms are considered,
and then a new algorithm working on planar graphs is
introduced. The new algorithm is based on the dynamic
approach and produces better and faster solutions. Its
efficiency among other algorithms is demonstrated experimentally. In addition, ideas to additionally improve
the algorithm are presented at the end.

The paper is constructed as follows. In Section 2, the necessary graph theory is given. In
Section 3, all existing methods are presented,
and in Section 4, our approach using dynamic
programming is introduced. Comparison of all
algorithms on planar graphs is given in Section
5. The paper is concluded with ideas about
future work in Section 6, and summarised in
Section 7.
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1. Introduction
Making decisions about optimal or near optimal
solutions arise daily. In many cases, the fact
that an optimisation problem is being solved
is sometimes not even obvious. The reason for
that is, that such problems are mostly simple and
small. On the other hand, more complex optimisation problems with huge input data arise that
need to be solved efficiently. Luckily, in some
cases their solution procedures are adequate for
related problems, too.
In the paper, an important optimisation problem of guarding graphs is being tackled. Graph
guarding is one of many NP-hard problems in
graph theory with a wide variety of applications.
It is especially useful in applications where optimum positions of arbitrary facilities have to be
determined. The examples are determining the
location of radars, TV, telephone or radio transmitters, fire and watch towers, etc. With some

2. Preliminaries
An (undirected) graph G = (V (G) E(G)) consists of a finite, nonempty set V (G) of vertices,
and a set E(G) of unordered pairs of vertices
called edges. Two distinct vertices u and v are
adjacent iff (u v) 2 E, and we say that u is
a neighbour of v and vice versa. For vertex
v 2 V (G), the neighbourhood of v, denoted
N (v), is a set of vertices u 6= v that are adjacent to v. Similarly, for planar graphs, the
triangular neighbourhood of v, denoted N4 (v),
represents a set of triangles that have v as one
of their vertices. For general graphs, the triangular neighbourhood is defined differently. For
example, for visibility graphs, N4 (v) is defined
as a set of triangles that can be seen from vertex
v. The neighbourhood of set S, N (S) is a union
of all neighbourhoods N (v) of vertices v 2 S.
Similarly, the triangular neighbourhood of set
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S, N4(S) is a union of all triangular neighbourhoods N4 (v). Note that graph G must contain
triangles. In the continuation, we will use only
such graphs, where all vertices are a part of at
least one triangle. We will denote all triangles
of graph G with T (G).
The triangular neighbourhood can be seen as a
guarded area, and we say that triangles in N4 (v)
are guarded from v. Figure 1 with grey shaded
area shows an example of this. Graph G is
(vertex) guarded when all triangles are guarded
from a set S of vertices v.
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of G if for every v 2 V ; D there is some u 2 D
such that (u v) 2 E(G). The minimum cardinality of the dominating set D of G is called
the domination number of G and is denoted by
γ (G). Sometimes a dominating set is referred
to as a vertex-vertex cover  5 ]. If triangles of
the graph are considered as points (Figure 2),
vertex guarding is a special case of searching
the domination number γ (G).

Fig. 2. Connection of vertex guarding with the
domination numbers: (a) original graph, (b) triangles
substituted with vertices.
Fig. 1. An example of triangular neighbourhood and
vertex guarding.

The term “covered” is deliberately omitted because it is reserved for similar properties in
graph theory where graph G is covered when
N (S) = V (G). Similarly, instead of vertices,
edges can be used and we talk about edge guarding. In the paper, we considered vertex guards,
only.
The optimisation problem is to find a set S
of vertices V (G), such that all triangles are
guarded, i.e. N4 (S) = T (G). An example of
vertex graph guarding can be seen in Figure 1,
where all vertices from S are presented by black
dots. We call S a guarding set and the minimum
S an optimal guarding set. Therefore, the optimisation problem is to find the smallest S for a
given graph G.
Closely related to vertex guarding is a branch of
graph theory, the theory of domination numbers.
A subset D of vertices is called a dominating set

The later has been an active area of research for
many years  4 ] and it has been shown the problem is NP-hard  2 ]. It remains NP-hard even
when G is restricted to certain simple classes
of graphs. See a work by Livingston  5 ] for a
survey on this subject.
3. Existing Methods
While most of vertex guarding and searching
the domination numbers was done theoretically,
only three approximative optimal algorithms
(greedy add, greedy add with swap, and stingy
drop method) based on greedy approach have
been mentioned in  3,6 ]. They have been used
for terrain visibility (visibility graphs).
In the continuation, five algorithms are briefly
described. The first two are brute-force algorithms, and the last three algorithms are the
mentioned algorithms based on the greedy approach. For every algorithm, a short explanation with its pseudocode is given.
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a) Brute-Force algorithm (BF):
Brute-force algorithm represents the most naive
approach and works by using backtracking. It
generates all possible combinations of vertices
and stores the solution with the smallest number
of vertices so far. The algorithm is presented in
Pseudocode 1. S represents temporary solution,
v temporary vertex, and GT temporary guarded
triangles.

IBrute-Force(v,GT,S,Count )

f

if (!Last(v) and !GoodCover(G) and
Count < BestNumSoFar)

f

g

Brute-Force(v,GT,S)

f

if (!Last(v) and !GoodCover(GT ))

f

g
g

AddTriangles(v,GT );
S  S  v;
Brute-Force(Next(v),GT,S);
RemoveTriangles(v,GT );
S  S n v;
Brute-Force(Next(v),GT,S);

if (GoodCover(GT ))
CheckAndUpdateSolution(S);
Pseudocode 1. Brute-force algorithm.

The algorithm has the ability to find all optimum solutions. Until it has generated all possible combinations, it does not know if it has
encountered the optimum solution. Because all
combinations are computed, the time complexity is obviously exponential.

The algorithm comes rapidly near the optimum
solution, but still needs to check all possible
combinations with one vertex less than in the
optimum solution. Therefore, the time complexity remains exponential.

if (GoodCover(GT ))
CheckAndUpdateSolution(S);

g

Pseudocode 2. Improved brute-force algorithm.

c) Greedy Add algorithm (GA):
The algorithm represents the first smart approach based on greedy programming. Corresponding data structure is a triangle-driven adjacency list as shown in Figure 2 (b). At every
step, the vertex that covers the largest number
of triangles (the largest area) is added in the
solution. Then, the data structure is updated
where needed to eliminate the influence of the
just selected vertex. The algorithm continues
until all triangles are guarded. Its pseudocode
is given in Pseudocode 3.
GreedyAdd()

f

b) Improved Brute-Force algorithm (IBF):
In contrast to the previous algorithm, only one
optimum solution is searched. Therefore, in
improved version the brute-force algorithm is
modified to generate combinations with limited
number of vertices only-one less than the smallest number of vertices in the best solution so
far (BestNumSoFar). Its algorithm is given in
Pseudocode 2.

AddTriangles(v,G);
S  S  v;
IBrute-Force(Next(v),G,S,Count + 1);
RemoveTriangles(v,G);
S  S n v;
IBrute-Force(Next(v),G,S,Count );

g

S  ;
NumGuarded = 0;
while (NumGuarded < NumTriangles) f
v NumNew =FindMaxVertex();
NumGuarded + = NumNew;
S  S  v;
UpdateDataStructure();

g

Pseudocode 3. Greedy add algorithm.

d) Greedy Add with Swap algorithm (GAS):
In the previous algorithm, it can happen that
when a new vertex is added to the solution,
some vertices are not needed in the solution any
more. In such a case, each redundant vertex is
identified and removed from the solution. The
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modification of previous algorithm is shown in
Pseudocode 4.
GreedyAddWithSwap()

f

g

S  ;
NumGuarded = 0;
while (NumGuarded < NumTriangles) f
v NumNew =FindMaxVertex();
NumGuarded + = NumNew;
S  S  v;
FindAndRemoveRedundantVertex();
UpdateDataStructure();

g

Pseudocode 4. Greedy add with swap algorithm.

e) Stingy Drop algorithm (SD):
The algorithm works in the way opposite to the
previous two algorithms. At first, all vertices
are added to the solution. Next, at every step
the redundant vertex is searched and removed
from the solution. The redundant vertex is a vertex that covers the smallest number of triangles
and can be removed from the solution without
any triangle becoming unguarded. As in previous algorithms, the same adjacency list is used.
The algorithm is presented in Pseudocode 5.

Our approach operates in a completely different way. It searches for the vertex that almost
certainly will not be in the solution and from
its neighbouring vertices select the vertex that
almost certainly is in the optimum solution. It
works on the basis of dynamic programming
and at each step three operations are performed:
1. The vertex that guards the smallest number
of vertices is identified. Such vertex is usually found as a part of boundary of the graph.
It is called min vertex.
2. An arbitrary triangle from N4(min vertex)
is selected. Next, a vertex that guards that
triangle (neighbouring vertex in our case of
planar graphs) and that guards the largest
number of triangles is identified. By intuition: if we know that min vertex is not a
part of the solution, then a part of the solution is clearly a vertex that guards one of its
triangle(s). Such vertex is called max vertex.
3. All triangles that are guarded by the max vertex are removed from the graph. At the same
time, it is checked if some of neighbouring
vertices of max vertex can be removed, too.
An example of that can be seen in Figure 3.

StingyDrop()

f

g

S  V (G);
while ((v =FindRedundant(S))!= null) f
S  S n v;
UpdateGuardedTriangles();

g

Pseudocode 5. Stingy drop algorithm.

4. Our Approach
Last three algorithms in the previous Section use
the same idea (common sense): take the “best”
vertex and put it in the solution. The best vertex
is a vertex that covers the most triangles, or that
covers the least triangles and is redundant in the
solution. Clearly, they do not produce optimum
solutions, but approximative optimal.

Fig. 3. An example of how our approach works.

As min vertex, the vertex at light grey dot is selected and its triangle is shaded with dark grey
colour. As the max vertex, the vertex plotted
by a black dot is selected and all neighbouring
triangles (shaded with light grey) are removed
from the graph. Together with the min vertex,
three other vertices are removed, too. For the
next step remains the graph with 6 vertices and
5 triangles.
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The algorithm is presented in Pseudocode 6.
OurApproac|h()

f

g

S  ;
while (!Empty(G)) f
Min = FindMinVertex();
T = FindTriangle(Min);
Max = FindMaxVertex(Min,T );
S  S  Max;
RemoveTriangles(Max );
RemoveVertices(Max );

n
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
1000
2000
3000
4000
5000

g

Pseudocode 6. Algorithm of our approach.

5. Comparison of Algorithms
All algorithms were implemented in C++ and
optimised with several programming techniques
to decrease running times. In our approach, for
an operation where the guarded triangle of min
vertex is selected, just the first neighbouring
triangle is selected. We were interested in the
quality of the solutions and running times. The
quality is observed as the number of vertices
in the computed solutions and a performance
bound ε by the equation  1 ]:

jGA j ; jG j
ε
jG j

results are italicized. Table 2 shows average and
maximum error (performance bound ε ) of the
solutions, and Table 3 gives running times of
the algorithms.

(1)

where jGA j represents number of vertices in
the approximative solution, and jG j number
of vertices in the optimum solution. For testing, a portable computer with Intel Celeron
500MHz and 64MB memory has been used.
Planar graphs have been generated with n random points and triangulated with fast Delaunay
triangulation  7 ]. Five different graphs for each
n have been used.
Table 1 shows the number of vertices in solutions for several different graphs. Because of
high time complexity of brute-force approaches,
the optimum results are given only for small
number of vertices. Whenever our algorithm
in average produced better approximative solutions, the results are emphasized, and where our
algorithm in average produced the same results
as the other best approximative algorithm, the

BF
3,0
5,0
7,0
8,8
11,0
12,6
14,5
?
?
?
?
?

GA
3,4
5,2
7,8
9,4
12,2
13,4
15,8
422,8
839,0
1260,8
1689,2
2110,0

GAS
3,4
5,2
7,8
9,4
12,2
13,4
15,8
422,8
839,0
1260,8
1689,2
2110,0

SD
3,6
5,2
8,0
10,0
11,6
13,4
16,4
431,2
862,6
1289,2
1721,2
2159,8

Our
3,2
5,2
7,8
9,6
11,2
12,8
15,4
394,4
788,6
1178,4
1577,2
1988,6

Table 1. Comparison of solutions.

n
GA
GS
SD
Our
avg
0,088 0,088 0,106 0,058
max (ε ) 0,133 0,133 0,200 0,114
Table 2. Comparison of error in approximability of
solutions by equation (1).

n
1000
2000
3000
4000
5000

GA
GS
SD Our
0,78 0,94 0,03 0,02
3,99 4,26 0,14 0,08
9,31 9,80 0,40 0,24
17,22 18,01 1,31 0,59
27,66 28,59 2,16 1,10

Table 3. Comparison of CPU running times (seconds).

It can be seen that our algorithm dominates in
the quality of the solutions and in running times.
The bigger the graphs are, the better solutions
are produced with our algorithm. In some cases,
our algorithm produced worse solutions than algorithm GA. The reason for this is a simple criterion for selecting the min vertex. Therefore,
in some cases the selected min vertex is not a
part of the boundary of the graph. The testing has also shown, that GA and GAS always
produced the same solutions, which is probably
because planar graphs were used. In other types
of graphs, this is not expected.
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6. Future Work
During testing, a few new ideas arised. Perhaps
a swap technique used in GAS would find redundant vertices in the solution. In addition,
different ways of selecting the neighbouring triangle of min vertex and consequently the max
vertex can be applied. Random triangle or onestep look-ahead approach where max vertex that
guards the most triangles from N4 (min vertex),
can be used. Solutions will probably be better
if selection of min vertex is restricted to vertices
on the boundary of the graph, but will probably
increase the running time. The running time
can be additionaly improved by the fact that if
min vertex is not removed, the same min vertex
will be selected as the next min vertex.
It is also interesting how our approach can be
used for non-planar graphs, especially visibility
graphs, and for other types of guarding, especially edge guarding.
7. Conclusion
Optimisation problems on graphs arise daily and
have wide area of applications. In the paper, an
approximative optimisation algorithms for vertex guards are considered. Known algorithms
are presented, and then our new approach is
given. It is shown that our approach produces
better solutions and needs less CPU time than
all known algorithms.
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